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GLOUCESTER V. NEWPORT.

A Treat for Spectators.

BY "TEEK."

Owing to the intense excitement this game aroused, (and in which I shared to the full) my recollections of it are very jumbled, but I have distinct remembrance of the following:

Of Newport men on their backs, their fronts with Gloster men on their backs.

Of a Gloster chimney joining in the excitement.

Of a Newport supporter wishing he had gone to the pictures instead.

Of the grand finale.

Of a Newport supporter trying to stand up straight under the ordeal.

Of Saxby making mellow and encouraging noises from the bottom of a pile.

Of Jack Stephens putting 'em down.

Of the score board accountant putting 'em up.

Of the Newport Touch Judge trying bravely.

Of Scout Harold flying a clever and fruitful boot.

Heel Gloster!